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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to design a robust controller in the presence of noise
and uncertainty for trajectory tracking of a quadrotor flying robot. This paper presents a
new method in which fuzzy logic controller is used to determine the optimal controller
coefficients of a high order sliding mode controller. This method improves control
behaviors against parametric uncertainty for a quadrotor trajectory tracking control.
Results of simulation in two cases with parametric uncertainty and without uncertainty
for trajectory tracking control demonstrate robustness and good performance of the
proposed controller against uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

Quadrotors are used for conducting military missions that are boring or dangerous
for manned aerial vehicles [1] and in cases, such as the control and supervision of the
battleground, border patrol, public security monitoring, etc. [2]. Moreover, those used in
the civilian applications of the aerial mapping and forest fire detection.

Quadrotor dynamics model with four thrust that is generated by four motors is a 6-
DOF* model. This topic faces the control issue with complexity. In addition, adding
uncertainty to the system dynamics model creates more challenges for controller design

[3].
Several controllers have been designed for the control of position tracking,

trajectory tracking and attitude stabilization of quadrotors, Including the sliding mode
control [4], fuzzy control [5], robust adaptive control [6] and optimal control [7].

The robust sliding mode controller with fuzzy tuning is used for linear systems. One
of the methods to decrease the chattering of sliding mode control without strong
performance risk is using fuzzy logic control for adjusting coefficients [8].

Trajectory tracking control of the robot via a fuzzy sliding mode controller is
investigated in [9]. Fuzzy sliding mode control is used for SISO† nonlinear systems [10].

Due to the increased applications of these UAV‡, as well as the sensitivity of
different mission systems to noise, disturbance and uncertainties, design of a robust
control against these agents is important. In this paper, we discuss about a robust

* Degree of freedom
† Single-input single-output
‡ Unmanned aerial vehicle
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controller design in the presence of noise and uncertainties which maintains the stability
of the system.

Discussions presented in this paper include quadrotor modeling, trajectory tracking
controller design, fuzzy logic controller design, simulation and conclusions.

2. Quadrotor modeling

Dynamic model of the quadrotor is given by [11]–[13]

(1)

where is an unknown nonlinear vector function; is an
unspecified matrix; is vector of control and is an unknown
nonlinear distortion. In (1) state vector is defined as follows [14].

(2)

where is height; respectively indicates the roll angle, pitch
angle, yaw angle. and in (1) are defined as [14]

(3)

where is variable mass of quadrotor; [m] is distance of motor and center of
quadrotor. are moments of inertia of the rigid body.

In this modeling, we have the following assumptions

(4)

(5)

(5) expresses that disturbance is sufficiently smooth and limited. is limited constant
for . Disturbance should be limited, otherwise the system (1) is out of control.
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3. Trajectory tracking control design

In this section, the continuous robust control technique is presented. This technique
results a quadrotor tracking of trajectory in the presence of parametric uncertainty in the
state matrix of input variables and immeasurable, nonlinear and unknown disturbance.
Further development is based on the assumption that and are measurable. The
structure of higher order sliding mode controller has been developed to compensate the
disturbance and increasing uncertainty, exploiting the least information of system and
estimation of the unknown feed forward input matrix.

The goal is to design a robust tracking control which guarantees track of the desired
time-varying trajectory with unknown disturbance and uncertainty in
dynamic model.

By setting this goal, position tracking error is shown as

(6)

To simplify the controller design and equations, and will be shown as below

(7)

where and are the control constant and positive gains. Based on (7)

So, the aim of the controller can be posed as

Dynamics of open loop tracking error can be developed by taking the time derivative of
and using (1), (4), (6)

(8)

It is assumed that the desired path is limited. This means

where is a limited, positive and defined constant.
Multiplication of control input by a variable state matrix including parametric

uncertainty is a challenge in controller design. To compensate the uncertainty, the matrix
is separated to known terms. Nominal matrix and constant matrix of

certainty will be as follows

(9)
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where ( )  0,1ε ∈ is a limited, defined and positive constant, g
∞

∆ is infinite induced

norm of the matrix. Uncertainties constant matrix g∆ is a diagonal matrix that shows

parametric indeterminacy of , ,x y zJ J J , and ,m l .

by inserting (9) in (8)

(10)

where and are auxiliary functions and are given by

(11)

The values of dN , N% and time derivative of dN are as follows [15], [16]

(12)

where are limited, defined and positive constants and

(13)

is non-decreasing, inverse, global and positive [12]. Based on (11) and

stability analysis, so control input can be designed as

(14)

are invariant and affirmative gains of controller.

4. Fuzzy terminal system design

In fuzzy terminal method, we use fuzzy logic to determine gains of control with
purpose of control behavior improvement. Implemented Fuzzy logic controller behaviors
like two-input two-output systems are considered here. This means that error of system
and its derivative are used as input with using optimal laws (that is achieved from trial
and error under various quiescent conditions), the control gains of system are achieved.
Figure 1 shows the fuzzy logic controller:
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Figure 1: Fuzzy logic controller

Fuzzy logic is shown as below

Table 1: Fuzzy table

PositiveZeroNegative

Error

Derivative of error

M-MS-MS-SNegative

B-MM-MS-MZero

B-BB-MM-MPositive

5. Simulation

In this section, we discuss simulation results including control signals, trajectory
tracking and tracking errors. Simulations were run based on the parametric and
numerical values in MATLAB software to evaluate the performance of the controller.

The system model used in simulation is based on (1) to (3) and the used assumptions
are according to (4) and (5) we have and

.
Parameters used in system are according to real model. These parameters are exerted

in practical experiments and those have been referred to.
Maximum system’s trust range has been assumed based on the practical

experiments. Each motor of the system has a stable range up to 38 newton [N] which

causes the maximum thrust range of the system to be around 125.

The certainty matrix is defined as

Nonlinear disturbance demonstrated in (1) represents a model to simulate the
noise in the system. It will be assumed as a Gaussian distribution:
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(15)

Continuous and differentiable desired trajectory emphasizes tracking ability of the
system as shown by the following equation

(16)

Control parameters are selected so that controller will have the best and optimal
performance (in terms of control energy consumption). Controller parameters in
simulation were obtained using presented fuzzy logic.

Values of uncertainty matrix are respectively

Under the efficacy of the uncertainty parameters, mass and moment inertia physical
parameters from %20 to %50 will be indefinite. Moreover, Gaussian noise with powers
from 0.5 to 1 will affect each of the system dynamics.

Simulations are presented in two cases, 1) without uncertainty, 2) with %50
uncertainty which is the most severe type of uncertainties for the robot.

In addition, there is noise in the system with supposed powers. The purpose of this
section is to emphasize the robustness of the controller in the presence of noise and
uncertainty. Figures 2 and 3, show the applied control signals to the system.
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Figure 2: Control signals of the system without uncertainty.
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Figure 3: Control signals of the system with uncertainty.
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Control signals due to existence noise in the system states are noisy. Obviously,
noise reduction or removal will pave the control’s forces.

In the following Figures 4 to 7 show waveforms of output and the errors of each
output variable. Then controller performance is checked.
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Figure 4: Trajectory tracking of the system without uncertainty.
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Figure 5: Trajectory tracking of the system with uncertainty.
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Figures 4, 5 show the accomplished path next to the desired path. Based on the (1) to
(5) when uncertainty is applied, the dynamic of system will change extremely.
Therefore, the existence of robust controller is necessary for system stabilization.
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Figure 6: Tracking errors of the system without uncertainty.
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Figure 7: Tracking errors of the system with uncertainty.
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It has to be considered when the system is without uncertainty, for 4 output variables
settling time is less than 2 seconds and steady state error is zero, showing the optimal
performance of sliding mode controller for the system.

After applying uncertainty, except settling time that increased 1 [s] second, other
control factors such as steady state error still remain in this case. The reason of
increasing settling time is the presence of uncertainty. Removing it in the first moments
extends the process.

6. Conclusions

This paper displays good performance of fuzzy terminal sliding mode controller for
a quadrotor in the presence of noise and uncertainty. Bets optimal performance achieved
in terms of control energy consumption. The controller can be used for real applications
and environments where optimal energy consumption is needed. The results of
simulation demonstrate the applied controller can control % 50 of certainties and create
stability in the system.

7. Future works

In future works, we will consider six degree of freedom of quadrotor flying robot
and control the system completely. Next step is to design and implement the control of
our robot in robotic research laboratory.
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